
Good 
revision habits 



How do they get started? 
What are 
the best 
ways? 



There is no ‘right’ way…  
There is no ‘right way’ to revise, as long as the method 
you choose enables you to gain a solid grasp of key 
facts and consolidate your knowledge. Some students 
are happy to read their classroom notes from start to 
finish, others prefer to simplify the information as 
much as possible, turning everything into skeleton 
notes, diagrams or mnemonics. In practice, most 
students find that mixing techniques suits the varied 
nature of the subjects being revised, and provides 
essential variety when studying. 



What have you got to learn?  
US Presidents 
 
Barrack Obama  
George Bush Junior 
Bill Clinton 
George Bush Senior 
Ronald Reagan  
Jimmy Carter 
Gerald Ford 
Richard Nixon 
Lyndon B. Johnson 
John F. Kennedy  

Use your journey to 
school, or place them in 
different locations in the 

exam hall 



Barrack Obama  
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George Bush Junior 
 



Bill Clinton 
 



George Bush Senior 
 



Ronald Reagan  
 



Jimmy Carter 



Gerald Ford  



Richard Nixon 
 



Lyndon B. Johnson 



John F. Kennedy  



What have you got to learn?  
US Presidents 
 
Barrack Obama  
George Bush Junior 
Bill Clinton 
George Bush Senior 
Ronald Reagan  
Jimmy Carter 
Gerald Ford 
Richard Nixon 
Lyndon B. Johnson 
John F. Kennedy  

Use your journey to 
school, or place them in 
different locations in the 

exam hall 



Getting started –equipment   



Firstly they need some equipment….. 
• Post it notes 
• Coloured pens or pencils 
•Mini postcards (white or coloured 

postcards available from staples/ 
Tesco and WHSmiths)  

• Plain paper 
• Lined paper 
• Folders (one per subject)  

This helps you 
keep organised 



What methods are best ? 

 Reading is a start….  
 
But it is NOT ENOUGH 
 
 To retain what is being learned notes 

need to be made too!  



Post it method 



So what are good ways to revise 
•Use the post it notes to write down key 

words  or vocabulary, These can be 
stuck to mind maps or onto walls! 
 

(If they stick to mirrors, believe it or not 
each time they wax, style, straighten 
their hair these key words will be right 
in front of them and will start to go in! 
It may also mean the whole family 
start to learn to which helps with 
testing! )  



 



Mini postcards 



Another good way to revise  

• Mini postcards.  
• Head one up per topic within a unit of study. 
• Bullet point key words, dates, names or 

facts about the topic. Using class notes and 
revision books to find the information.  

• Once made these are handy to carry around 
and students can keep referring to these 
postcards. 

• Parents/ carers can test them at home 

HST 



 



Mindmaps 



Another method 

•Mind Maps – another visual method 
• This is another way to consolidate 

information learned.  
•Using colours to break this up by topic  
•Mind maps should also include little 

illustrations.  



 



Learning – traditional methods.  
• The more you go 

over the notes the 
more they are likely 
to be imprinted in 
your memory 
however you still do 
just need to try and 
learn them.  

• Test yourself or get 
the family involved!  



You should go over and repeat 5 times 

That is why you should 
start early!  



Past papers 



Another method 
• Use past papers. (These can be obtained from 

the exam board website or from their class 
teacher)  

• Identify the techniques needed to get top 
marks for each question. 

• These are best used once some revision has 
been done as otherwise can be scary!  

• If they don’t know enough to do well then they 
go back to the start read, identify key words,  

mind map topics etc!  



 

HST 



Don’t put it off!  
“If it's your job to eat a frog, 
it's best to do it first thing in 
the morning.  
And If it's your job to eat 
two frogs, it's best to eat 
the biggest one first.” 
Mark Twain  



Write a list of 10 things you need 
‘To Do’ 
 
Now number them in terms of how 
much you will ‘like/ enjoy’ doing 
them 
 
What order should you do them 
in?  
  

Eat the Frog… and then 
do something enjoyable 



Nice 
Thing! 

Nice 
Thing! 

Nice 
Thing! 
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Keeping revision notes safe 
• Each week they will be generating 

postcards and mindmaps and practise 
papers for each subject. 

• If these are put together in a folder 
they are less likely to get lost in the 
teenage bedroom!  

• As the exams get closer keep going 
through all the revision materials from 
the folder! 



Good 
LUCK! 
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